Intensive training you won’t find anywhere else!

☑ Develop your own trading strategy with Fibonacci Trader software and discover how professional day traders are using it

☑ Learn to find and execute winning positions

☑ Find out what to do before the market opens to prepare for success

☑ See how proper money management skills can improve your position

☑ Bonus training session to learn the basics of Fibonacci Trader software

☑ Put everything together and reinforce the training you received by participating in two days of live day training

☑ Our workshop presenters are successful full time traders who use the Fibonacci Trader software

Denver, Colorado
September 10-13, 2005

A two day, hands-on workshop followed by two live trading days

Space is limited, call (904) 260-1515 or email pas24@aug.com to reserve your seat!
Workshop Information

Are you having trouble defining a tradable trend or finding a low risk trade? Can you define how much you should be risking on any trade and why? 90% of everyone who tries trading fails, are you next? What can you do to prevent it?

Fibonacci Trader Corporation presents this one-of-a-kind workshop teaching you what you need to know to succeed in today’s market. Learn what some of the best traders today do to prepare for their day and how they set up their trades. Then, for two days, watch them trade LIVE! Gain valuable trading experience without risking a dime!

**Yuri Shramenko**

Yuri will teach you why price Volatility causes any form of analysis to give false trading signals. Volatility gives us trading opportunities, but it contains a component we call Market Noise, which is responsible for many headfakes our trading systems and trading plans encounter.

Presentation topics:
- What is market noise, and what are its causes? Is it always there?
- Presentation of several historical methods for trading non-linear data-streams effectively.
- Introduction of Market Geometry as a good method for trading “noisy” markets.
- Introduction of specific trade entry methods that enable one to trade noisy or volatile markets successfully.

Join Yuri during the live trading portion of the workshop as he trades the EurFX market in real time.

**Mark Braun**

Long time futures trader Mark Braun will show you how he applies Fibonacci Time and Price Ratios to find high probability trades.
- Learn which Fibonacci ratios are most important for entry, stop placement, and profitable exits.
- See how to incorporate Fibonacci Time and Price analysis into your own trading style.
- Gain an advantage by learning to project likely trend reversal points in advance.
- Participate in live trading to experience how combining a momentum-based indicator with Fibonacci support and resistance levels can give you a winning edge. This is powerful!

Mark will show you the exact settings he uses in Fibonacci Trader to help you gain confidence in your own trading results. This methodology can be applied to any security in any time frame.

Mark will be joined by Denise Acosta of the TradersHaven chatroom for live trading. You’ll have the opportunity to learn about their combined Fibonacci/CCI trading methodology and see it in action as they trade live the E-mini Russell 2000 and the electronic bond markets.

**Perry Madich**

Participate in hands-on training of Fibonacci Trader Software. Learn how to setup Fibonacci Trader so you can SEE support and resistance from higher time frames, right on the time frame you choose for trade execution. - Learn how to determine higher level turning points at a glance!
- Discover how to take the guesswork out of using Fibonacci analysis.
- Find the exclusive indicators and drawing tools to harness the power of Fibonacci with 1 click!
- Look over the vast library of indicators in Fibonacci Trader, each customizable to your needs.
- Learn how to create and test your ideas and systems with the powerful System Testing feature in FT.
- Easily combine indicators and trading signals into an automated system, alerting you when market conditions meet the ideal parameters for a profitable trade.

**Dennis Bolze**

Veteran index trader Dennis Bolze will help you discover what you need to be a winning competitor in the markets. Dennis uses market internals to help filter trades. He will show you what Robert Krausz called “his birthday present to you”. Dennis will participate in live trading demonstration of the E-mini Russell 2000 market.

LIVE Trading Day!

This unique opportunity to watch professional traders trade live from market open to market close brings together the methods and principles taught from the past two days. This is the real thing with real money—trading the way they would trade on any given day. The difference is you get to see what they are doing on the big screen as they explain what they’re thinking and why they are taking the steps they are taking. We want you to be clear about your next steps when you are on your own. These two days alone are priceless!

Space is limited, call (904) 260-1515 or email pas24@aug.com to reserve your seat!
Meet Your Workshop Presenters

Fibonacci Trader Corporation takes a personal interest in your success. For this reason we have asked for help in the training process from top industry experts who have a clear understanding of both the markets and Fibonacci Trader Software.

Yuri Shramenko
began trading Futures in 1986 and became a full-time trader in 1989. He daytrades SP and Bond Futures as well as Swing Trades Soybeans, Live Cattle & Gold. In 1990 he began experimenting with time analysis and in 1991 shifted to time analysis as his primary analysis tool, using market geometry techniques. In 1997 began studying market-noise and non-linear data which led to enhanced timing techniques. In early 2004 he formed Technical Edge whose stated purpose is to train traders thru course and personal training. You can find more information at: www.TechEdgeTrading.com

Mark Braun
an active trader for over a decade, specializes in the use of Fibonacci Time and Price relationships together with momentum indicators. He's been teaching others to find high probability trading opportunities using these techniques in seminars, chatrooms and on a one-on-one basis. With a background in software development and education, he assisted with the addition of several analytical tools to the Fibonacci Trader software package. He's been an analyst and chat room moderator for Carolyn Boroden's intraday trading advisory service. He is currently developing a daily Fibonacci based advisory newsletter for stocks and commodities and is also a trainer with the Fibonacci Trader Training Service.

Dennis Bolze
is director of research and development for Advanced Trading Services and a full-time E-mini index trader.

Mr. Bolze collaborated in researching time and price squaring using Gann theories and Fibonacci support/ resistance analysis with Robert Krausz at Fibonacci Trader Corp., until Robert's untimely death in 2002. He has been a featured speaker at Fibonacci Trader workshops, a weekend feature on Lewis Borsellino's TeachTrade Web site, and at Carolyn Boroden's Syncmt.com live trade-a-longs. Mr. Bolze spoke at the November 2004 Las Vegas and the February 2005 New York Traders Expo.

Perry Madich
started trading in the early 80's prior to PC's and had charted many contracts while waiting for weekly printed charts to arrive. He has been doing technical analysis since very early in his career when he was the analyst for a momentum stock newsletter in the 90's. He has been part of beta testing of new software trading programs for several companies. Much of his time has been spent researching, creating and testing indicators and mechanical systems for trading. Perry has provided technical support for Fibonacci Trader software and is also a trainer with the Fibonacci Trader Training Service.

Hotel Information

Radisson Hotel Denver Southeast
Dates: September 10-13, 2005
3200 South Parker Road, Aurora, CO 80014
Tel. 303-695-1700 or Toll-Free 800-962-7672
http://www.radisson.com

Mention “Fibonacci Trader seminar” to receive a special room rate of $79 per night! (Free breakfast and airport shuttle included)

Workshop Schedule
Saturday & Sunday:
9:00-5:30 - Lunch Included!

Monday & Tuesday - Live Trading Days
Starting at 6:30 a.m. Yuri Shramenko will trade EurFx live, and Dennis Bolze will participate in live trading with Mark Braun on the E-mini Russell 2000.

Breakfast Pastries and Box Lunch in room - Included!

Pricing Information
Attend two days of hands-on training plus the added real-time trading on Monday and Tuesday from market open to close for the low price of $786.

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT IS $618 if payment is received by August 19, 2005. Lunch and coffees are provided all four days.

Space is limited, call (904) 260-1515 or email pas24@aug.com to reserve your seat!
Fax-In Workshop Reservation Form

☐ YES! Reserve my place for the upcoming Fibonacci Trader Workshop!

Please reserve a seat for (Please Print):
Location: Denver, Colorado - September 10-13, 2005

Value Priced at $786 for four days, Early-Bird Discount $618 - If payment received by August 19, 2005.

Name (as it appears on your credit card) .................................................................................................................................................................................................
Address ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
City / State / Zip ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Telephone/ Email ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Please help us provide the best possible experience for you by answering the following questions:
Level of experience with Fibonacci Trader Software: ☐ Beginner ☐ Intermediate ☐ Advanced
Number of years trading the markets? ...........................................................
Level of experience trading the markets ☐ Beginner ☐ Intermediate ☐ Advanced
Number of people registering for the workshop with this request? ...........................

Payment Information:
Payment Via: ☐ Visa ☐ MasterCard ☐ American Express ☐ Discover
☐ PayPal (sales@fibonaccitrader.com) ☐ Payment by Personal Check or Money Order (in US funds drawn on a US bank)
Card Number/ Expiration Date .................................................................................................
Security # from credit card .............................. (last 3 digits printed on back on Visa, MC, Disc... or 4 digits printed on front of AMEX)
Card Holder Signature ..........................................................................................................
Billing address (if different from above) ...........................................................................................

Wireless internet connection will be available to attendees. If you bring a laptop computer (which is NOT required) you will need to have a working version of the Fibonacci Trader software installed. If you don’t have the software already, you may download a free 30-day trial of the software from www.fibonaccitrader.com.
No recording of the workshop is permitted. DVDs’ will be available for purchase about one month after the workshop. Attendees are required to sign a non-disclosure form due to the proprietary nature of the workshop. Registration fees are non-refundable.

Risk Disclosure: Neither Fibonacci Trader Corp. or PAS, Inc. in no way guarantees that any technique or system presented in this workshop will produce profits in actual trading. Past performance based upon hypothetical testing or trading is no guarantee of future results. Use of this product, techniques presented for trading or investments of any kind is done solely at the user’s risk. Hypothetical performance results have many inherent limitations, some of which are described below. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. In fact, there are frequently sharp differences between hypothetical performance results and the actual results achieved by any particular program. One of the limitations of hypothetical performance results is that they are generally prepared with the benefit of hindsight. In addition, hypothetical trading does not involve financial risk, and no hypothetical trading record can completely account for the impact of financial risk in actual trading. For example, the ability to withstand losses or to adhere to a particular trading program in spite of trading losses are material points which can adversely affect actual trading results. There are numerous other factors related to the markets in general or to the implementation of any specific trading program, which cannot be fully accounted for in the preparation of hypothetical performance results and all of which can adversely affect actual trading results.

Trademarks and copyrights: Fibonacci Trader is the registered trademark of PAS, Inc. All other products or services mentioned are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.

Space is limited, call (904) 260-1515 or email pas24@aug.com to reserve your seat!